16th EASA Biennial Conference
New anthropological horizons in and beyond Europe
20-24 July 2020, Virtual Lisbon conference
ISCTE-University Institute of Lisbon and ICS-Institute of Social Sciences, University of Lisbon
SIEF is a sister association of EASA, WCAA, and AFS

• Current President:
  • Nevena Škrbić Alempijević, Croatia

• Vice-presidents:
  • Sophie Elpers, The Netherlands
  • Bernhard Tschofen, Switzerland

https://www.siefhome.org/
**Suggestion:** to function as a liaison between

EASA - History of Anthropology Network HOAN
and

SIEF - Historical Approaches in Cultural Analysis

- report on pertinent events bilaterally (meetings, publications, conferences, and summer-schools)
- strengthen the collaboration among colleagues working on similar issues
- to invite colleagues as reviewers or to collaborate with them on common projects
- in the long run, we can think about joint meetings
Currently 59 members

Current Chairs:
Katre Kikas
Estonian Literary Museum, Tartu
Konrad Kuhn
European Ethnology, University of Innsbruck

Current Secretary:
Anna Caroline Haubold
University of Tartu

---

**PAST EVENTS**

**Panels at SIEF2019 14th Congress, Santiago de Compostela, Spain, 14-17 April 2019**

Tracking Knowledge. On the history of changing disciplinary identities after 1945; convenors Konrad Kuhn and Magdalena Puchberger

Tracing/Tracking/Transforming Histories of Ethnology/Folklore: Toward Critical Methodologies; convenors Hande A. Birkalan-Gedik and Ingrid Slavec Gradišnik

Tracking changes on the margins of texts and written culture; convenors Katre Kikas and Pauliina Latvala-Harvilaiti

---

**https://www.siefhome.org/wg/haca/index.shtml**

---

EASA 2020 Lisboa

EASA

European Association of Social Anthropologists
Association Européenne des Anthropologues Sociaux

SIEF

International Society for Ethnology and Folklore
Internationale Gesellschaft für Ethnologie und Folklore
Société Internationale d’Ethnologie et de Folklore
The 15th international SIEF congress will take you to Helsinki, a vibrant city by the Baltic Sea with an Arctic twist. Helsinki is known for its laid-back and safe atmosphere, its internationality and open-mindedness, and the proximity of urban culture and mesmerising nature. The congress will be hosted by the University of Helsinki, Finland’s largest and oldest academic institution (est. 1640). With the theme **Breaking the rules? Power, participation and transgression**, we invite and encourage participants to explore the dynamics, modes, arenas and implications of breaking the rules and to revisit and discuss underlying concepts.
BENEFITS of linking HOAN and HACA

- more visibility
- expanding the scholarly network
- collaborative activities
- food for thought
- inter/disciplinary exchanges
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